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WILLIAM PENN AND JAMES II
Support and Ajnbivalence
Paul A. Hopkins

he central paradox of William Penn's political career is
generally Imown. One of the few gentlemen to join the
plebeian Quaker sect in the period of persecution after
the Restoration, he nevertheless had access and some influence at
Court, largely because James Duke of York, the future James II, was
grateful to his father Sir William Penn for teaching him his trade as
Lord Admiral and promised him on his deathbed to protect William.
This is usually seen as an exception to the general background of the
1660s, with persecution and plotting the natural relations between the
government and the Dissenters, and with Charles II occasionally
attempting to grant toleration through his prerogative powers mainly to
benefit the Catholics.
William Penn's own family background, the Navy, furnished a
different general perspective,however, in which Nonconformists might
namrally serve the Crown. He remembered his father proposing
captains for the Second Dutch War: "These Men, if his Majesty will
please to admit of their Perswasions, I wiU answer for their Skill,
Courage and Integrity," and the irritation at an obligation to conform
which deprived the service of some able commanders and troubled
many who submitted—several of whom gave their lives in James's 1665
victory off Lowestoft' James's own first expressions of toleration, well
before his conversion gave him a personal interest, were in his capacity
f

' William Penn, A Permasive to Moderatton, in A ColUetion of thi Works of William Penn...to which is
prfixed a Journal of his Life [by Joseph Besse], 2 vols. (London, 1726),Uyt-i.
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as hotd Admiral, seeing honesty and efficiency as more important in
administrative subordinates than religious orthodoxy.^ However,James
also strongly believed that Dissenting principles led politically to
rebellion and republicanism; and he never achieved a balanced synthesis
of the two views.
,
The grant of Pennsylvania, an area taken from James's private
colony of New York, to Penn in 1681 as a proprietary colony where
toleration would be practiced, confirms that Charles's and James's
intermittent support for persecution at home was political rather than
rehgious. Dissenters tnight be allowed to add to the extent and wealth
of the empire at a distance, where they could neither support the Whigs
in Exclusion nor join in rebellions if this failed—one cannot imagine
Philip II of Spain, in contrast, allowing heretical subjects to infect his
American colonies for any material return. Penn even planned hopefully
another colony for Whig activists.' Yet here too, there was ambiguity.
Penn, who had until recendy strongly supported the Whig opposition,
though not specifically Exclusion, timed his application when the Court
was on the defensive against both, and his "benefactor" James was
almost constandy in honorable exile in Scodand. The liberal intentions
Charles and James expressed towards Penn, the last individual granted
a colony as a proprietor, were at once limited sharply by the ministers
with responsibility for colonial affairs, who followed almost automati
cally a pohcy of imposing on all colonies greater government control,
by means including the Church of England. A generation of eager
official busybodies in the colonies served their own careers and their
professional ethos by enforcing that control and denouncing infringe
ments. It was William Blathwayt— the one keeping the ramshackle
English empire from chaos by holding and coordinating half a dozen
offices simidtaneously— who struck out from the draft charter the
clause guaranteeing religious toleration. Thereafter, an upheaval in
policy at London or Penn's loss of personal power over the colony
might cause the "Holy Experiment's ruin"—a fresh bond tying him to
England.'*
^ The Diaty of SamuelVefys, ed. Robert Latham and William Matthews,11 vols. (London: Bell and
Hyman, 1970-83), 4:135.
' N. Wade's confession,11 October 1685, in Earl of Hardwicke, ei.. Miscellaneous State Piters from
1501 to 1726, 2 vols (London, 1778), 1:331.
•* Stephen S. Webb, "The Peaceable Kingdom': Quaker Pennsylvania in the Stuart Empire," in
Richard S. Dimn and Mary M. Dtmn, eds.. The World of William Penn (Philadelphia: University of
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When William Penn remrned to England from founding Pennsyl
vania in late 1684, he found himself in the height of the "Stuart
Revenge" against the Whigs and Nonconformists for the attempt at
Exclusion. As he recorded, he himself, paradoxically, would one day be
received favorably at Court as a great colonial proprietor, the next be
arrested attending a Quaker meeting, the third day be denounced by
political spies for association with the Whigs.^ Charles II, though his
deathbed conversion was to prove him intellecmally a Catholic, was
emotionally by now with the persecuting Anglicans, snapping furiously
at James when he interceded even for Catholics. And the machinery of
persecution, though a creaky Heath Robinson construction by today's
standards, was proving horribly effective. It was not the extreme
cases—such as the Bristol Quaker condemned to death under an
obsolete law, for whom Penn got James to intercede, successfully—but
the constant, unremitting pressure of fines and imprisonment which did
most damage. 1400 Quakers were in prison in February 1685. For the
first time. Nonconformists were under attack all the time, everywhere;
and they were near cracking. The Quakers were considering cancelling
the 1685 Yearly Meeting, after having made their holding these
meetings, despite persecution, a proof of theirs being the true faith.®
Penn's actions in the next few years were driven largely by the need
to avoid returning to this disastrous state of affairs. His immediate
response was startling enough. He prepared a long pamphlet for the
king's eyes alone, "A Perswasive to Toleration," in which, throwing
aside his own earlier constimtionalism, he urged him—"Kings are like
Gods on Earth"—to give the Dissenters toleration by his prerogative
as a dehberate denial of the powers of Parliament, which had enacted
the persecuting statutes, and reminded him of the promise he had to
give on withdrawing the Indulgence in 1673, over which Penn played

Pennsylvania Press, 1986), 173-94; Webb, "William Blathvrayt, Imperial Fixer ftom Popish Plot
to Glorious Revolution," William and MaryQuarter^, 3"* series, 25 (1958); 3-12.
' William Penn, "A History of my life since 1684," in The Tapers of William Penn, ed. Mary M.
Dunn, Richard S. Dunn, and others, 5 vols. (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press,
1981-7), 3:341-42.
' Samuel M. Janney, The Life of William Venn: nith selections from his correspondence and autoUogrcfily
(Philadelphia: Friends' Book Association, 1878), 267; W C. Braithwaite, revised H. J. Cadbury,
The Second Period of Quakerism (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1961), 99-115; D. N.
Marshall, "Protestant Dissent in England in the Reign of James 11" (Ph. D. Dissertation,
University of Hull, 1976), 69-100; Yearly Meeting Minutes, 1:155, Society of Friends, Friends'
House, London; Peters of Penn, 3:342.
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on his presiomed resentment/ But, before he could deliver this, Charles
died on 6 February 1685. Penn revised his pamphlet, which was
published without the sensational suggestions in late 1685 as
Verswasive to Moderation. He never went so far again. Contradictory
motives will have inspired the changes: he would not encourage a
Catholic monarch to all-out defiance of Parliament, and hopes of less
extreme means of obtaining relief had appeared.
In the intervening few months, admittedly, such hopes had seemed
delusive as conditions for non-Anglicans (except Catholics and some
Quakers) worsened. The pendulum-swing in James's attitude to
Dissenters had temporarily minimized what he meant by toleration:
privately supplementing to bishops his famous initial statement of
support for the Church of England, he promised not to countenance
Dissenters, "knowing it must needs be faction and not religion if men
could not be content to meet five besides their own family, which the
law dispenses with."® Conditions naturally worsened when the Duke of
Monmouth led a largely Nonconformist rising. Penn's letters indicate
at least an abstract admiration for the rebels' boldness and skill during
most of it. Though almost no Quakers took part, some were imprisoned
as suspects, with many more of other sects, and the strand in James's
thinking which equated Dissent and rebellion was strengthened.® The
extent of putiishments in the aftermath might create unease over
James's more general character (even when later "Bloody Assizes"
propaganda is discounted). Penn attended as a sympathizer the
executions of an ex-sheriff of London belatedly condemned for the Rye

' Marshall, 342—43; Penn, "A Persuasive to Toleration Upon the Foot of Prudence," 23—29,
Albert Cook Myers Collection, box 2:13, Chester County Historical Society, West Chester,
Pennsylvania.
' Quoted in John MtHet, James U: A Stu^ in Kingship (London: Methuen, 1989), 120.
' Penn to T. Lloyd, 9 [August] 1685, in Penn, Papen, 3:49-50. Penn begged Pennsylvania for
twenty of the rebels sentenced to transportation (though James's intrusive official order to the
colonial assemblies to pass laws enforcing the full ten years'servimde probably stopped him from
claiming them). The request must be set in moral context in a period when the colonies were
peopled largely with young or ignorant folk "spirited" aboard ship by trickery into indentured
servitude. Macaulay's obstinate allegation that Penn was dubiously involved in selling pardons to
the "Maids of Taunton" can finally be disproved by a letter giving the agent his fiill name—
George Penne, as Macaulay's opponents deduced. Penn to J. Harrison, 2 [October] 1685, in
Janney, Life, 268; ibid., 311-13; P. Earle, Monmouth's Rebe/s (London: Weidenfeld and Nicolson,
1977), 179-80;Earl of Middleton to ?, [1686], Additional Manuscript (hereafterAdd. MS) 41804,
fol. 140, British Library (hereafter BL); J. Wateing, "Some willing and unwilling emigrants to
Virginia in 1657," Genea&gisis'Magazine 26 (1998-2000), 469-73.
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House Plot when a key witness changed his story, and of a Baptist
woman revolutionary denounced by the rebel she had sheltered; but he
preferred, like later apologists, to make Judge Jeffreys the scapegoat,
ignoring James's open general approval of the latter's "campaign."'"
However, the king's quarrel that autumn with his Anglican Tory
parliament over his employment of Catholic officers caused the first
breach in his alliance with the Church of England. In March 1686 he
ordered the release of prisoners held for religious reasons, and
suspended legal harassment against Quakers. But this was just a
prerogative decision, and revocable: the penal laws punishing nonAnglicans, and the Test Acts barring them from public office, remained.
Penn might restrict himself to further limited soliciting for
sufferers, or return to Pennsylvania; or (though this creates a sharper
choice than he actually saw) he might use his accumulated skills as a
lobbyist, and his exceptionally wide range of friendly acquaintances at
Court—^including, for instance, both James's Tory Lord Treasurer the
Earl of Rochester and the latter's chief rival, the Earl of Sunderland,
Secretary of State—^in attempts to remove these laws. Earlier Dissenting
intermediaries at Court had become politically active, but hardly
reputably: Colonel Blood the crown-stealer was a notorious example. In
some respects, Penn was particularly unsuited for a mission which
needed to inspire widespread trust. The bottomless paranoid credulity
of anti-Popery led vast numbers, including some fellow-Dissenters, to
suspect all Quakers of being disguised Catholics, with their refusal to
swear oaths merely a trick for evading anti-Catholic oaths. Penn himself
had since the 1670s been particularly suspected of being aJesuit, given
a dispensation to marry as a cover." Yet he himself shared not only
other Protestants' rational distrust of Catholicism, justified in particular
by Louis XTV's persecution of the Huguenots and revocation of the
Edict of Nantes in 1685, but some at least of their bigoted anti-Popery.
He was reluctant to see the Popish Plot discredited, or to believe the
Rye House Plot genuine." He would probably not have admitted that

Gilbert Burnet, ed. M.J. Routh, History of His Own Time, 6 vols. (Oxford: Oxford University
Press, 1833), 3: 60-62, 65-66; Penn to J. Harrison, 25 [October] 1685, in Penn, Tapers, 3:65;
Richard L. Greaves, Secrets of the Kingdom: British Kadicals from the Popish Plot to the Kevolution of
1688-1689 (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1992), 248-50,301,406-47nn, 415n.
" Penn's speech, 22 [Mar.] 1678[/9], in Penn, Works,1:118; Penn to Popple, 24 October 1688,
in ibid., 1:135-6.
" Penn to T. Uoyd et al., [July 1685], in Perm, Ptpers,3:46.
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James's Irish favorite the Earl of Tyrconnell, below his surface lying and
boasting, was denouncing huge genuine injustices suffered by the Irish
Catholic majority; for Penn's own estates were derived from the
Cromwellian confiscations in Ireland, and he saw the Protestantdominated society there as the normJ^
Penn's attitude to James himself was less simple than writers on
both sides have suggested. He evidently believed him genuinely in favor
of toleration, but could not be certain he would be so in the future, not
only from anti-papist prejudice, but from aspects of James's character
he knew from personal contact. James was not very intelligent—^"tho
he hath not his brothers abilitys, he has great discipline and industry,"
as Penn put it diplomatically." His views, while strong, did not, as
mentioned, form a coherent whole; and the combination of them he
acted upon depended to an alarming extent on which adviser was
influencing him. He would reverse a major policy while eerily unaware
that he had changed at all, and, despite his administrative experience,
make irrevocable decisions (in granting forfeitures, for instance) while
overlooking the most predictable side-effects. More alarmingly, James
was always, while believing the opposite, liable to desert old and
moderate advisers for new more extreme ones—the English old
Catholic nobility, for instance, cautious through grim experience as to
what relief they demanded, for the new converts at Court."
James's susceptibility to bad advice was exacerbated by his
obstinacy in sticking to it once chosen: as a letter during the Magdalen
CoUege case misattributed to Penn remarked, "Every mechanic knows
the temper of his present Majesty, who never will receive a Baffle in
anything that he heartily espouseth."" However, some such faults were
predictable in a monarch ruling personally; only his religion made them
conspicuous injames. These flaws themselves created an obligation for
Penn, since he had influence over James, to exploit to the utmost his
disposition in 1686 to favor toleration, whatever the drawbacks.

" Nicholas Canny, "The Irish Background to Penn's Experiment," in l^orld of WilBant Penn,
139-56.
" Penn to T. Lloyd, 16 [Mar.] 1684/5, in Penn, Peters, 3:32.
" Paul A. Hopkins,"Aspects ofJacobite Conspiracy in England in the Reign of William III,"(Ph.
D. Dissertation, University of Cambridge, 1981), 41—43, 44-46; Paul A. Hopkins, Gkncoe and the
End of the Highland War
Donald, 1998), 83—84,104,107.
" To Dr. Bayley, [September 1687], in John R. Bloxam, ed., Magdalen College and King James 11,
1686—1688 (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1886), 97.
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Otherwise, the king might relapse into the Tory and Anglican milieu
where he was so much more comfortable—and which was always at
hand, as Andrew Barclay has shown, in his uncatholicized House
hold''—^if its shaken leaders would make concessions uniquely for
Catholics. Or, he might listen to the Catholic extremists' advice. The
most startling surviving examples of this, the Earl of Melfort's letters
in 1690 (after, admittedly, the betrayals of the Revolution), were mainly
addressed to the Queen in France, or to theJesuits attending on James
in Ireland.Yet so experienced a courtier would not have suggested such
massive reductions of rights—^most notoriously, when he thought
William dead and restoration imminent. Parliament's power of the
purse, habeas corpus and jury trial in treason cases, protecting the new
regime with a standing army of foreigners, and revoking the pardons
granted—^unless he thought this would not be complete anathema to
James; nor have flattered the king for loyalty to his servants while
shamelessly denigrating his personal rivals among them, unless he
thought him incapable of seeing the incongruity.'®
One pragmatic point Penn considered, and boldly mentioned in his
propaganda, was that James was aging and (it seemed) would be
succeeded by a Protestant; any bad results should probably be tempo
rary." Involvement with a king liable to choose policies so unwisely and
stick to them so obstinately, was bound to involve Penn himself in
some discredit. Yet Penn felt obliged (to alter Bertolt Brecht's poem
slighdy) to descend into the mire, embrace the courtier, but change a
world that needed it; unfortunately for his reputation, in our times
embracing the butcher, as in Brecht's original, is far more acceptable.
Admittedly, Penn's private affairs strongly influenced his public
decisions. His astonishingly successful founding of Pennsylvania, in
which he, no more than a well-off squire, by skilled promotion and land
sales raised the colony within one generation from almost nothing to a
thriving major North American settlement, with Philadelphia among its
greatest cities, and with none of the false starts, lost colonies, or famines
which had plagued earlier American ventures—all this had seriously

" See Barclay, "James II's 'Catholic' Court," in this issue.
" Melfort toJames, 16 May 1690, MS Lansdowne 1163A, 241,BL; same to Queen, 13June 1690,
ibid., B, 52-3; same to same, 12 August 1690, ibid., 226-27; same to same, 11 November 1690,
ibid., 210-12.
" Penn, Good Advice to the Church of England (1687), in Penn, Works, 2:769.
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damaged his own finances. Immediate profits from land sales were low,
while the colony's expenses mounted up. And Penn's optimistic nature
constandy led him into agreements where his obligations were set down
in black and white, while the benefits to him depended on those verbal
contracts notoriously not worth the paper they are written on. He was
already deeply in debt to, among others, his own steward, to whom he
mortgaged the colony in 1687. (Meanwhile, throughout James's reign,
he freely assisted dozens of people in trouble, while ministers and
courtiers acquired fortunes selling their help.) If he lost the proprietor
ship of Pennsylvania, which underpinned his position as landlord, he
and his family would be totally ruined.^"
And Penn had dangerously overstepped his legal rights there by
laying claim, under a dubious supplementary grant from James, to the
"three lower counties," the modern state of Delaware, to prevent any
rival center downstream from depriving Philadelphia of its trade. Yet
this area had long been part of the adjoining proprietary colony of
Maryland, established by the Catholic Lords. Baltimore as an earlier
haven of toleration. Penn had obtained the grant while the lingering
Popish Plot prejudices made it hard for Baltimore to protest effectively,
and in America he had acted with exceptional aggressiveness, disregard
ing boundaries and a landlord's rights (even allowing for genuine
uncertainties) as he would never have done on the other side of the
Adantic. He returned to England in 1684 mainly for official hearings on
this matter; and in November 1685 the Privy Council—who must
otherwise have admitted that James had granted lands for which he
lacked a clear tide—setded the matter in Penn's favor. So far, that is, as
favor could finally setde it; his legal tide remained dubious, which was
finally to help ruin him financially. Meanwhile, James might expect
some proof of thankfulness.^' And in May 1686 quo warranto proceed
ings were begun against Pennsylvania with other private colonies, only,
uniquely, to be suspended, an implicit threat. One response of Penn was
to order the Pennsylvanians (who ignored him) to avoid giving colonial
royal officials pretexts for bad reports or intervention; but there was
another. In 1682, Whig printers had produced exceptionally large

® Richard S Dunn, "Penny Wise and Pound Foolish: Penn as a Businessman," in Wortd of Pan,
37-54.
^'Joseph E. Illick, WiUiam Penn the Poktidan: his Pilationswith the English Government (Ithaca: Cornell
University Press, 1965), 52-67, 71-75.
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numbers of Henry Care's compilation English Uherties, containing
Magna Carta, other key texts of English rights, and related commen
taries—a handbook for Dissenters under prosecution which might also
preserve knowledge of these liberties at the grassroots in case oppres
sion destroyed it elsewhere. Whether he feared Catholic or Anglican
oppressors more, Penn in 1687 had a copy of the most important
section (with a summary of the Pennsylvania Charter and Second
Frame) printed in Philadelphia to "raise up noble resolutions in all the
freeholders in these new colonies not to give away anything of liberty
and property."^
Joseph Illick, the historian who has most emphasized how these
colonial matters enabled James implicitly to put pressure on Penn,
misses the corollary—that this would makeJames in return more willing
to listen to Penn's advice, since, being aware of his intellectual inferior
ity, he preferred advisers he had some hold over. This, as well as his
naivete, helps explain his relations with his three successive evil
geniuses, the former Exclusionist Earl of Sunderland, theJesuit Father
Petre, and the Scottish Earl of Melfort, who hastily converted when
facing dismissal, all three guilty of the financial corruption he despised.
He certainly showed private awareness of several of Sunderland's and
Melfort's major faults. His naivete—or sheer stupidity—^was in
forgetting that, unscrupulous and politically insecure under this implicit
blackmail, they were likely to give exceptionally bad advice.^
Penn, suffering the effects of such advice, tried in turn to organize
the application of pressure which would steer James back towards
sounder policies without his realizing that he was being steered. In early
1686, for instance, he privately urged the British Ambassador in France
to create a confrontation over Louis XIV's illegal seizure of William of
Orange's principality which would restore union betweenJames and his
subjects—^and, he need not add, create a distance from persecuting
France, whose own ambassador, alarmingly, was on confidential terms
with the king. Nothing came of it; but such maneuvers to bring pressure

^ Illick, 83-;85; Penn, Excellent Vriviledge, in Vc^en of Venn, 5: 332-33; W. S. Hudson, "William
Penn's EngEsh Uherties: Tract for Several Hmes," WilEam and Maty Quarter^ 26 (1959): 578-85,
quotation from 580.
"James Macpherson, ed., OriffnalVapers, containingthe Secret Histoty ofGreat Britain,2-vo\s. (London,
1775), 1:150-51; Miller, James II, 124, 149-52; J. Kenyon, Robert Spencer, Earl of Sunderland,
1641-1702 (London: Longmans, 1958), 80,155; Hopkins, "Aspects,"49-51.
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on James would recur.^"* They were needed: Penn's first actual "unoffi
cial" mission for James in 1686, to obtain the Prince of Orange's
approval for his religious policies, merely gained him the distrust of
William and Mary, the heirs to the throne, because James insisted on
repealing the Tests as well as the Penal Laws.^^
Penn's work to bring about the granting and constitutional
securing of religious liberty gained a triumph in the Declaration of
Indulgence of 4 April 1687, strongly influenced and supposedly pardy
drafted by him. Significandy, it contained a promise to seek parliamen
tary confirmation absent from the corresponding Scottish Declaration
issued shordy before; and allegedly he had secredy been against issuing
it on the basis of the dispensing power.^® James characteristically
assumed that, now his royal conscience had led him to turn to the
Dissenters, their lesser consciences would immediately conform to his
wishes; and Penn's optitnism made him hope the same. As is well
known, though there were divisions within all denominations, on the
whole the smaller, more radical sects, the Baptists and Quakers, gave
more positive outward responses, while the more numerous Presbyter
ians, whose older leaders still saw them as the rightful established (and
persecuting^ church, and Independents were lukewarm. To change this,
Penn and like-minded supporters relied largely on the literal bloodymindedness of the AngUcan establishment at all levels.-James's gradual
moves towards toleration had provoked angry clerics and ecclesiastical
officials—^with, admittedly, some reason for anger at now being
repeatedly criticized for cruelty in the conversation of a king who until
recently had been hallooing them on—^into hostile preaching and
further petty persecutions: even after the Declaration, they either
continued this illegally or at least showed their persistent ill-will.
Halifax's famous Letter to a Dissenter urging the sects to trust the
Anglicans instead had at first very little success among actual Dissent
ers. The reconciliation between the hierarchy and moderate Presbyte
rian leaders which made the Petition of the Seven Bishops politically
possible was a late (and transitory) development." Penn might hope
" Penn to Sir W Trumbull, 17 January 1685(/6), in Penn, Ptfen, 3:76; Illick, Penn the PoUttdan,
82-83.
" Illick. 85-87.
" MiUet, James II, 165-66; C Lawton, "Memoir of William PennJ' Memain of the Historical Society
of Penntyhania 3, part 2 (1836): 219.
" MarshaD, 'Trotestant Dissent," 246,252,270-76. 369-72,398-408.
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that, with the Anglicans, on one side, powerlessly gnashing their teeth
like Bunyan's giant, and James, on the other, showing gradually by his
conduct that past fears of him were groundless, the majority of
Dissenters could overcome their scruples and support him wholeheart
edly.
Penn was correct in believing that James's support for toleration
was by now sincere. Once he had publicly committed himself to it, it
became a basic part of his political assumptions: all the declarations he
issued after 1688 continued to promise it, sometimes in strange
contexts. The flaw in Penn's hopes was that James's policies continually
aroused Protestants' reasonable and unreasonable fears. Sometimes they
were merely maladroit; but they were often warped in their origins. His
chief minister Sunderland, who had originally overcome his rival
Rochester by promising impossibly easy success for more extreme proCatholic policies, was pushed increasingly in that direction by the
impossibility, for one in his insecure position, of admitting clear failure,
and by the need to outbid his would-be supplanter, Melfort. Petre,
originally Sunderland's tool, was largely won over by Melfort, and also
developed his own plans.^®
Penn had some illusions about Sunderland, a college friend,^' but
tried to bring former major figures back into politics to create counter
balancing pressures for moderation, and deprive him and Melfort of
much of the basis for their misused influence. His early patron at Court
the Duke of Buckingham, once the playboy member of the Cabal
ministry, then a leading Exclusionist, but always a supporter of
toleration, published a tract in its favor in 1685. Penn and a moderate
Catholic controversialist Henry Nevile Payne answered his Anglican
attackers and renewed their links with him. In early 1687, they tried to
bring him back into politics to counterbalance Sunderland, whom Payne
accused beforeJames of holding disloyal correspondence with William.
Buckingham, however, worn out in mind, body, and purse, and
remembering that he had started at the top, reared with Charles and
James, refused to enter into so uncertain a scheme, and died in
Yorkshire that April.^ Penn reverted to wary collaboration with

» Kenyon, Sunderland, 124,133-37,146-9,152-53,158-59,165-66,168-70,175-80.
" Dr. Hough to his cousin, 9 October [1687], in Bloxatn, Magdalen College, 105.
" Penn to Buckingham, 16 February 1686[/7], in Penn,
3:14-8; same to same, 15 [Mar.]
1687, Hamilton Papers GD 406/1/W, 036, National Archives of Scotland, Edinburgh;
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Sunderland, to whom desperation finally gave courage by 1688 to speak
out against some of James's wilder policies.^'
Penn also tried to bring forward the Duke of Gordon, head of the
Scottish old Catholic community, a former favorite duringjames's years
in Scotland and one whom he had characteristically forgotten for the
new convert Melfort. He hoped that Gordon, whom Melfort had
vigorously harassed, would reclaim most of the Scottish basis of his
power from him. However, Gordon's frantic greed in clinging to
forfeited estates, refusing even to grant anything to an executed Whig's
widow and children when the King commanded, discredited him; Penn
concluded that he "has sense, and some very good Unks in him, but 'tis
impossible to make a chain of them."^^ Finally, inJune 1688, Penn and
his Scottish Quaker counterpart Robert Barclay achieved a surface
reconciliation between Sunderland and Melfort which they hoped would
at least cause Petre's fall, but by then it was too late.^^
At a lower level, Penn was on the watch for men of ability and
integrity whom he might use in the campaign for toleration or to
influence James in the right direction. Through Charlwood Lawton, an
idealistic young Whig barrister who had been on the fringes of Mon
mouth's rebellion (and whose "Memoir" of Penn in these years is
among our most charming and vivid pictures of him), he brought to the
King Whig politicians—Sir John Trenchard (whose pardon Penn and
Lawton had obtained). Sir George Treby, and John Somers—^who,
unlike too many of the Whigs James turned to, gave him their honest
opinions on his policies and mistakes, supplemented by unsigned letters

Buckingham to [Penn, c Mac. 1687], ibid., GD406/1/10,037; same to same, 22 February 1686/7,
4 Mar. 1686/7, Fenn-Forbes Collection, 35-6, Historical Society of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia
(hereafter HSP); R. Morrice "Ent'ring Book," Morrice MS Q, 2:84, Dr. Williams's Library,
London; Kenyon, Sunderhnd, 152.
" Morrice, 186, 194—95; intelligence report, 13 January 1688, PWA 2129, Pordand Papers,
Nottingham University Library (hereafter NUL).
" Intelligence report, 21 December 1687, Mac 1688, PWA 2120, 2149, Pordand Papers, NUI^
Sir A. Macpherson, Thehr^aUDissuasive, ed. A.D. Murdoch (Edinburgh:Scottish History Society,
1902), 165; Hopkins, Gkncoe, 106-07.
" Intelligence report, 2July 1688, PWA 2175, Portland Papers, NUL;Correspondence ofHemyHjde,
Earl of Clarendon, andofhis brother Laurence Hjde, Earl of Rochester, ed. & W Singer, 2 vols. (London,
1828), 2:178. Because Barclay died young in 1690, the interplay in his 1680s career between
relationship to leading persecutors like Melfort, the campaign for toleration, and the needs of a
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very able but constandy involved in violence.
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from Lawton himself, which Penn delivered to him.'"^ However, some
persons for whom Penn obtained pardons, such as the "fanatic" Whig
conspirator Aaron Smith, remained violendy hostile to James,^^ while
others stayed inactive but greeted his downfall with joy. Still others, on
finding that their more extreme bigoted prejudices against James were
untrue, flew temporarily to the other extreme of enthusiasm for the
policy of toleration, only to suffer disillusionment, particularly from the
reproaches of ex-comrades. The most prominent example was the
covenanting pamphleteer James Steuart whom Penn had found in exile
in Holland and persuaded James to pardon. He was used mainly to
renew the approaches to William, writing to his favorites assuring them
that James was sincere and it would be safe to remove the Tests. The
scheme backfired: William's ally Grand Pensionary Fagel wrote and
published in late 1687 a reply stating that the Prince approved freedom
of worship for Catholics and Dissenters, but absolutely opposed the
repeal of the Tests—^making his position publicly clear, and showing
Dissenters that supportingjames was not their only alternative. Steuart,
depressed, told James that Providence was against the Toleration, and
he would do no more. Penn proposed taking him as a (reluctant)
colonist to Pennsylvania. Instead, he stayed and wrote propaganda, but
by late 1688 was secretly acting in support of the Revolution.'®
While some policies he supported failed, Penn must also mitigate
the bad effects of past mistakes he disapproved of. James, even while
making wide general concessions, still refused to reverse individual
decisions, however misguided. The most notorious case was at
Magdalen College, Oxford. Penn came to the affair too late, just after
James's furious confrontation with the Fellows in September 1687.
After studying their arguments he wrote the King a short letter stating
that it would be unjust to punish them for keeping their oaths; but it
had no effect. A month later he suggested to a deputation as a possible
escape from the confrontation that the Master they had elected might

" Lawton, "Memoir," 226—28.
Lawton, 219-22.
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Edinburgh; intelligence reports,18 November,8 December1687,12January, 23 May 1688, PWA
2101a, 2112, 2126f, 2161, Portland Papers, NUL.
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be preferred to a bishopric; but that "Majesty did not love to be
thwarted, and after so long a dispute we could not expect to be restored
to the icing's favour without making some concessions""—^purely
pragmatic advice echoed by other commentators. But, an Oxford man
whose sons were now barred from a gentleman's education there, he
made ironic jokes on the college James might want for Catholics that
merely alienated the fearful academics. His involvement failed, merely
increasing public suspicion of him, while James had the fellows
expelled, belying his frequent remarks that he would never use his
powers to seize men's property, and debarred from preferment.^*
To Penn, the insider, such incidents were setbacks, some of which
might easily have gone the other way, in the constant disputes between
interests which helped shape a compromise policy; to outsiders, they
seemed a systematic march towards "popery and slavery." Sometimes,
Penn risked proposals that would definitely be seen as popish treachery
by outsiders: in January 1688, for instance, that the Irish army,
catholicized by TyrconneU, should change places with part of the
English army, still mainly Protestant. His motive can be deduced: while
the Irish army might provoke hysterical fears in England, it was too
smaU to be really dangerous—the people could "rise like grass" and
overwhelm it—while the arrival of Protestant regiments, restoring
confidence, would halt the collapse of the Protestant-based Irish
economy; but the Dutch agent who reported this feared that the idea
would be twisted to bad effect.^'
Penn opposed the "Three Questions," a clumsy, unsuccessful
attempt to coerce the county JPs into pledging themselves beforehand
to elect MPs who would secure a repeal of the Penal Laws and Tests.
However, although ignorant beforehand of the decision to pack
Parliament for this purpose by purging the borough corporation, and
refusing to be one of the leading "Regulators" himself,'"' Penn seems to
have collaborated with them unofficially. One of our least appetizing
glimpses of him is among the courtiers overriding the aged leading
Baptist William Kiffin's refusal to be made a London alderman, when

" Dr. Hough to his cousin, 9 October 1687, in Bloxam, Magdalen College, 105.
" Bloxam, 88, 93-94, 96,98-99,104-06.
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he pleaded grief for two grandsons executed after Monmouth's
rebellion, with arguments of rewards and honors rather than principle.'*'
Privately, he by now would have preferred, on pragmatic grounds, to
ensure the destruction of the Penal Laws by leaving the Tests in place.
Publicly, given James's own views, he could merely suggest an "Expedi
ent," the retention only of that part of the Tests which barred Catholics
from the House of Commons; but in his main 1687 pamphlet. Good
Advice to the Church of England, ^man-Catholick and Protestant Dissenter, he
concentrated arguments for abolishing the Tests in a brief conclusion,
while the section addressed to the Catholics urged them to be content
with toleration.*^ Yet even his private hopes dictated some degree of
regulation. A parliament was needed, to restore the government's
constitutionality, even if not all James's wishes could, or should, be met:
this made him press for one in May 1688, while Sunderland sought
further delay. But an Anglican parliament, reacting violently against the
Indulgence as in 1673, must be avoided; and the existing pre-1685 Tory
packing of corporations at the Dissenters' expense would guarantee
one, unless a similar remedy was applied. Many of the regulators who
carried out the changes were congenial to him. Dissenters and pardoned
Monmouth rebels. The secretary to their committee, the Baptist
Edward Roberts, former Cromwellian Auditor-General in Ireland and
futureJacobite agent in Amsterdam, may have influenced one of Penn's
strangest decisions, the appointment as his deputy governor in
Pennsylvania of Roberts' friend and Interregnum colleague John
Blackwell, an experiment which failed disastrously.*^
The regulation has acquired and kept a scandalous reputation.
Previous purges of corporations had at least followed some principle,
however oppressive. Now, because there was one specific aim, the
decisions had no logic. In one corporation, extreme Dissenters might
be given power; in the next, the worst of the Tory persecutors, having
announced an abrupt conversion to toleration, might be left in control.
Little wonder that many new Dissenting aldermen expressed suspicion.
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and were purged in turn.'*^ The propaganda Penn was writing and
sponsoring throughout the reign was appropriate for this resort to
expediency, concentrating proportionately less on the justice of
toleration, as in previous decades, than on how the differing religious
groups' interests would be best served and balanced by it. And, like the
campaign, it contained many inconsistencies.^'
Cutting across this campaign, whose chances are still debated,
came James's last major mistake, the prosecution of the Seven Bishops.
Penn, once again able to intervene only when the damage was done, did
his utmost to use the birth of the Prince of Wales in June 1688 (which
invalidated one prop of his recent propaganda, the security from
James's age) to get James off the propaganda hook the Bishops had
impaled him on by going to the Tower, urging him to pardon them.'*^
James ignored him, and let the Council increase the charge to seditious
libel. He did not intend to punish the bishops, but, as with his ministers,
to have something to hold over them; and this ruined him. After their
acquittal, the government, like the AngUcans after the Declaration,
continued to show fury against them when it could nolonger hurt.That
autumn, Penn published a letter emphasizing his Protestantism and
explaining the motives which had led him to act—to some extent,
distancing himself from the Court. And in October, facing invasion,
James desperately started restoring the Tory corporations, jettisoning
the Whigs and Dissenters. Both efforts were vain. James was over
thrown; and, the day after his first flight, Penn was arrested walking in
WhitehaU."'
The Revolution brings an abrupt change, from a period of Penn's
career when the main facts are known and the dispute is over interpre
tation, to a period where one of the most important matters, the degree
of his involvement withJacobitism, is still in dispute. Not that it would
be if the same laws of evidence were applied to William Penn as toJohn
Doe. However, friendly historians were anxious to believe that Penn,
like Washington, could not tell a lie, particularly to his fellow-Quakers.
And he declared to them in 1689: "I am innocent both of the imputa-
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tion of Jesuitism, Popetj, and Plates"—take all three together, and of
course he was.'*® His first Quaker biographer, Joseph Besse, found a
convenient explanation: false witnesses on the Titus Oates model wove
Perm, among other suspects, into anti-Jacobite sham plots. Only last
year, a historian published, as "smoking gun" evidence of his
Jaco^'tism, a previously urmoticed fantasy of this sort which had him
planning to cross to France disguised as a sailor."*' By shifting the
notorious false witness William Fuller's accusations from Ireland to
England, or back a year in England, Besse blamed the government's
hostility to him on this.'" More recently, the reaction against Macaulay,
who proclaimed the vileness of Jacobitism and of Penn's involvement
in it, and who had been grossly unjust to Penn's actions under James,
set the mold for the official version ever since. Available Jacobite
sources were so fragmentary that any biographer would have had to
work as hard on this section as all the rest together to produce
conclusions which he did not want. Even the 1904 biographer Buell,
who was hostile to Penn and Quakerism, and had no problems with
sources—^since he made them all up—did not risk the accusation.'*
Long after the 1957 publication of the detailed confessions of the two
fellow-conspirators should finally have tilted the balance of proof,
otherwise cynical biographers have, in effect, proclaimed that Penn
would never have lifted a finger to help restore the king who had
granted him Pennsylvania and the Dissenters a wider toleration than
after 1689, and the worst accusations against whom he knew to be lies;
or to oppose William, who dragged Britain into a ruinous European war
(with Irish and Scottish civil wars too), and whose government, by their

•" Penn, "An Epistle Generall to the people of God called Quakers," pi689], in Penn, Papers,
3:269.
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showing, tried for years to condemn himgroundlessly for treason.^^The
same fragmentary sources showed other former Whig and Dissenting
collaborators likewise plotting for James; but these, being poor and
obscure figures, could not be compared with William Penn.
Yet, apart from other evidence, Penn's main agent with James
published an autobiography,^^ whose claims can be partiy confirmed;
and his close ally Charlwood Lawton poured out a stream of Jacobite
propaganda so inconveniendy honest that it praised Whigs whomJames
had executed, and of private letters carefully explaining his and his
associates'
aims and motives to all and sundry. To Trenchard, now a Williamite
minister in 1693, for instance, he explained that one of Penn's main
motives in Jacobite involvement was to ensure that:
the more gratefully he behaves himself towards his old friend
& Master, the more he will be able to serve them [the Whigs],
and be the fitter instrument (if King James should be restor'd), to make that Civill Comprehension, and to propagate
that accommodation between Whig and Tory without which
we shall.. .miserably lay this whole Island in ashes & in
ruines.^'^
Penn and other Jacobites might reasonably hope, after James's
unexpectedly easy overthrow, that he might Ukewise be restored almost
bloodlessly, as his brother had been in 1660; for WiUiam, in his first year
in power, showed himself James's equal in ahenating his previous
supporters. Penn said: "twould be but as 1 buckett goes up and the
other down."'^ Even if a restoration was likely to involve some blood
and suffering, the war into which William had dragged Britain led within
a few years to vast casualties from battle and disease and to Britain
paying several times her pre-war taxation, and this war ended in
stalemate only after the currency and the state's finances had
collapsed—nobody could have guessed this would be postponed until
1696-7. Yet, for all the sums extorted, neither officials, nor the soldiers
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and sailors who risked their lives received more than a fraction of the
pay due them: the apparendy faint praise given to James in Jacobite
eulogies of having prompdy paid his servants was actually a strong
implicit criticism of his usurping successor.^® These were among the
main general motives for Penn's involvement. There were again also
personal or colonial ones. In 1689, he hoped that James could prevent
the Catholic Irish Parliament from reconfiscating his Irish
estates—^unsuccessfully, though he was at least spared the attainder in
absence it meted out to most Protestant landowners.^^ In the longer
term, the war with France would certainly spread to America, and
refusals by the Pennsylvania Quakers, honoring their principles and
purses, to contribute financially to colonial defense would probably lead
the government to seize the colony, and perhaps to dismantle the "Holy
Experiment."^®
As for Penn's declarations of innocence, he evidendy followed a
strong but litde-noticed late Stuart tradition, a warped development of
the deep respect for the Common Law, by which plotters made legal
proof—the testimony of two genuine witnesses to every charge against
them—the measure of moral innocence. If a false witness testified to
things they had actually done, they felt entided to declare themselves
framed, even on the scaffold or in memoirs years later. William Lord
Russell and Algernon Sidney exploited this unspoken convention, as
well as Penn.®'
Penn's Jacobite activities in 1689-90 were carried on mainly in the
circle of James's Anglican former courtiers and Household offi
cials—his brother-in-law the Earl of Clarendon, his last-appointed
Secretary Lord Preston (whose importance Andrew Barclay has
stressed), ^
even his most important and outspoken mistress the Countess of
Dorchester. Their main activity was sendingletters and reports to James
in Ireland and Louis in France, informing them of the unstable state of
England to lay the way for an invasion from one or the other, while
contacts worked to win back sections of the army and navy to James's
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side. The evidence shows repeatedly that Penn did not see the "peace
testimony" in his case as extending to reports or actions which would
encourage others, non-Quakers, to fight, even making amateur
suggestions as to where James should land his army and filling in
commissions for land and sea commanders."
One messenger Penn sent to Ireland in mid-1689 became a
Jacobite personality in his own right. William Bromfeild, an unlicenced
doctor was a Quaker close to being a clairvoyant and an able business
man close to being a swindler. Putin charge of the Irish mint, he coined
the notorious brass money which, contrary to orthodox economics,
managed to keep the army and economy going for another year.®^ Penn,
meanwhile, was arrested at crises, but freed after they subsided. King
William at first avoided serious prosecution of plotters with earlier
personal ties to James II, hoping that after a few months they would at
least passively accept the regime. A reasonable time for such acceptance
arrived after the crisis of June-July 1690. A French fleet controlled the
Channel, but had brought no invasion force, and the loyalist Jacobites,
despite their noise, utterly failed to organize a rising. Meanwhile,
William defeated James at the Boyne and drove him from Ireland."
In late 1690, Penn was intending at last to return to Pennsylvania
the next spring with a second fleet of colonists; but "the Common
Friend" (Penn's main Jacobite codename)" hoped, before leaving, to
put matters on the road to restoration and reconcihation. James, back
in France at theJacobite Court at Saint-Germain, was, as usual, showing
contradictory trends in his policy. Bromfeild, in Quaker dress, was one
of his followers in public, living evidence of his commitment to
toleration. Edward Roberts and other BaptistJacobites crossed over for
secret talks with him. Charlwood Lawton, in France for his health,
observed him praising Protestants' past services, seeking partial excuses
even for traitors, using their confessors to warn Catholic extremists that
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their denunciations of Protestantism and talk of conquest would not be
tolerated. An interview in which James promised to guarantee the
Church of England completed that conviction of his sincerity which
shines through Lawton's Jacobite propaganda pamphlets.®'* His views
and Penn's, however, were starting to diverge. The very steps James had
to take against Catholic extremists showed their strength and persis
tence. His most important Protestant minister, Lord Chancellor
Herbert—the nearest equivalent to Edward Hyde during Charles IPs
exile—though originally barred from major business in Ireland through
French suspicions because his brother commanded William's fleet,
remained politically marginalized at Saint-Germain even after that
reason was gone. And a recent arrival at Saint-Germain, the convert Sir
Edward Hales, who believed that the King should trust only Catholics,
had significant influence over James—his memorials, even diluted, are
the source of some startling passages in his "Advice to his Son"—and
was pushing his Catholic cabinet of political nonentities sharply
rightwards. The Household conspirators feared that Melfor t, now exiled
as ambassador to Rome, might return as Hales's ally and dominate
poHcy.®® However, Lawton in December 1690 brought James's firm
invitation to Lord Preston to cross over and resume his post as
Secretary of State. Preston's allies were determined to endorse him, so
as to ensure that he had the necessary political authority. Tories who
had sat on the fence, and the nonjuring bishop once closest to James,
Turner, added their verbal or written commitments.®®
Fearing, however, that the Catholic extremists might still dominate
James, the leading conspirators intended to appeal over his head to
Louis XIV. However bigoted the latter was at home, they knew that
internationally he acted on reason of state, and, to escape from a war in
which he was fighting all western Europe, would work for James's
restoration on terms set by the Protestants—^if he thought this would
succeed. They had tempting hopes to offer him. William, having
replaced his first Whig parliament with a Tory one, that autumn in
effect appointed as his chief minister the Marquess of Carmarthen, who
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as Lord Treasurer Danby had for years tried to keep Charles IPs
Cavalier Parliament subservient to bribery and appeals to Anglican
bigotry. That Carmarthen was hostile to James, that his was a mixed
-ministry, did not prevent the disillusionment of many Whigs from
becoming hysterical: they pictured show trials and executions, as in
1683. During the first half of William's reign, the best chances for a
Jacobite restoration were immediately after William shifted the balance
of his ministry from one party towards the other, before the defeated
side reali2ed, yet again, that they were not in physical danger.^^
Penn was the key figure in approaching the Whigs. If Jacobitism
did nothing to satisfy them, he warned James, they, and even some
Tories, might become active Republicans.®® He was apparently behind,
perhaps even the author of, a paper, "A Conference between some
Lords and Gendemen, both Tories and Whigs," on the possibility of
"restoring King James by a French invasion without endangering the
Protestant Religion and Administration." Preston was to appeal direcdy
to Louis, emphasixing that any attempt at conquest or restoringJames
as a despot would be resisted to the death, but that a constitutional
restoration by force might be welcomed. First, however, Louis was to
force James to reali2e that afterwards, "He may reign a Catholic in
devotion, but he must reign a Protestant in government," and that
meanwhile he must encourage leading Protestants to cross and form a
council at Saint-Germain, replacing the Catholic one.®' Penn told
Preston that several leading Whig peers, including the Earl of Shrews
bury (one of the "Immortal Seven"), several others who had crossed
over with William, and one or two normally the latter's strong support
ers, at least knew of this Conference, even if they awaited Louis's
response before committing themselves further. Although the letters
Penn and others had written to James and which were carried by
Preston suggested a similar policy, the pressure they intended Louis to
put on James would be carefully wrapped up, not stated bluntly as in
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the Conference, and would be ostensibly independent of them.™ After
the exposure. Lord Casdemaine—^no fool, despite his wife and his
embassy to Rome—^reported that Penn was considered in Jacobite
circles the contriver of the proposals to be put to James.'' The
maneuver for applying apparendy independent pressure certainly
resembles several of his initiatives underJames. If the sentiments of the
"Conference" were largely his, he apparendy did not trust James to act
wisely or constitutionally unless he was tricked and pressured into it.
On 31 December 1690, Preston set sail for France, carrying the
letters, the "Conference," a draft Declaration prepared by Clarendon,
and a particularly compromising aide-memoire. However, the govern
ment knew of his mission, and Carmarthen, who feared execution if
James was restored, had him and his papers seized. Preston was tried
and condemned, and a colleague John Ashton, was executed. The
authorities had two treasonable letters, calling for an invasion before
spring, in Penn's well-known hand.™ Warrants were issued, and, on
leaving George Fox's funeral, Penn went into hiding for almost three
years. At first, he tried to negotiate for conditional submission, through
WiUiam's favorite and his old friend Henry Sidney Lord Romney. They
met in mid-February. Penn "protested in the presence of God that he
knew of no plot, nor did he beleeve there was any in Europe, but what
King Lewis hath lay'd"—^which might imply that Preston and Ashton
had been wrongly convicted—^and declared that the extreme Whigs
were more dangerous to William than the Jacobites "for he saith there
is not one man amongst them that hath common understanding." He
offered to inform William personally of his own actions and other
important matters, apparently relating to the "Conference"—"all hecan
doe for your service, for he can't be a Witnesse if he would, it
being.. .against his conscience and his principles to take an oath." Just
possibly he might, had he tried deliberately, have found arguments more
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likely to alienate William.^^
Meanwhile, perhaps some slight consolation, Turner's letter drove
the government to deprive the bishops who had not taken the oaths,
and appoint replacements, generally strong supporters of the more
limited toleration for Dissenters William had introduced. Preston
confessed, so far as the documents found on him forced him to. He
prudently avoided accusing the Whigs Penn had named—one of whom,
supposedly the least involved, was, significandy, paired with the Tory
Secretary to interrogate him—and risking the fate of Sir John Fenwick,
executed in 1696 to silence him: instead, he claimed to believe that
Penn had made up the whole negotiation.^'^ That summer, a Jacobite
messenger captured in 1690 finally confessed at length, showing Penn's
detailed involvement in the earlier plotting. Preston's refusal, once
pardoned, to testify left the government without the two witnesses for
a trial, but increased resentment against the plotters. In November,
Romney reported that William, when solicited, had said:
that you have done him aU the harme you could, and he does
not know why he should doe you any good till he sees you
have changed your mind, which can not be done, but by your
doing him some service, what I am to say to this, you must
tell me.^'
There was nothing; Penn vanished back into the Jacobite underworld.
After the first few months, there had been no special searches: the
government did not want to make a martyr.
The repercussions spread. The London Quakers to some extent
split into pro- or anti-Penn, or pro- and anti-Jacobite factions. Some
distancing from him was prudent if the sect was to gain from the
government the legal reforms it needed, particularly the general
replacement of oaths with affirmations. However, the leaders of the
other faction, William Mead and Thomas Lower, who had married
George Fox's stepdaughters, had long resented Fox's favor to young
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Penn, as the elder brother in the parable did his father's towards the
prodigal son. Now, though just too late to enlighten Fox, Penn had
been caught, metaphorically speaking, wasting his substance upon
harlots. The split long oudasted Peim's political rehabilitation.^® Worse
still, as Penn had feared, the Pennsylvania Quaker administration's
persistent refusal to contribute to the war effort finally made William's
government in 1692 order the Governor of New York, Colonel
Fletcher, to take over the colony."
Meanwhile, Penn and Lawton were also discredited on the Jacobite
side. William's government had published, with the trial of Lord
Preston, most of the captured correspondence, showing James and his
extremist advisers how the plotters had planned to use France to coerce
them. Hales used it as proof of his argument that only Catholics were
trustworthy. Symbolically, Bromfeild was briefly sent to the Bastille that
spring for a supposed intrigue on Lord Chancellor Herbert's behalf.™
Penn and Lawton were obliged to express approval when James in late
1691 decided to recall Melfort as his chief minister: he might, possibly,
show more statesmanship than Hales if a prospect appeared of
constitutional restoration." Penn and Lawton, therefore, worked
obliquely to increase the discontent among Whig opposition MPs "to
engage the King's Head Clubmen [the old Exclusionist Green Ribbon
Club] in the King's interest," collaborating on a pseudo-Country
Honest Commoner's Speech, and soliciting among members.*"
A lurch by William's government further towards the Tories seemed
encouraging for this policy. Then Melfort destroyed its whole basis. The
French had provided a fleet and army to invade England. He had James
issue preliminary declarations full of threats and promisingfew reforms,
and then, by supplying badly mistaken secret naval intelligence, he led
Louis XIV to send his fleet to fight a far stronger one headed by
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Admiral Russell. Russell had begun preliminary negotiations to restore
James if he should first give strong guarantees for England's liberties.
As he had not, Russell destroyed the French fleet at the Hogue, and
then resumed his negotiations without a word of apology."
Later, perhaps after Russell had undergone attack in Parliament
and dismissal for not having followed up this victory as effectively as
MPs' fantasies demanded, Penn approached him saying that if he beat
the French again he would be hanged—by implication, James might
show him more gratitude for services." It was Penn's otJy recorded
Jacobite action in late 1692. Disgusted with theJacobite Court's part in
the debacle, sick and soliciting pardon, he would have liked to break
with Saint-Germain. For the moment, however, Melfort avoided
providing a pretext. Discredited by the Hogue and desperate to keep
office, Melfort switched to a constitutionalist policy; and Charlwood
Lawton was the intermediary he chose to inform of his conversion. His
letters to Lawton show a degree of intelligence which James's service
had never before obliged him to use—an indictment of the latter.
Lawton responded by writing some of the ablest Jacobite propaganda
pamphlets as part of the negotiations with the Compounders, a largely
Whig group of politicians, for James's restoration on terms." In April
1693, in an echo of the Preston mission, a Jacobite acceptable to them
and to the French, Lord Middleton, crossed to become James's chief
minister, and James issued a Declaration promising constitutional
concessions. However, the effect was lost later in 1693 as military
defeat forced William also to turn to the Whigs."
In July 1693, Lawton wrote to the new Whig Secretary Sir John
Trenchard, whose pardon Penn had obtained in 1687, urging him to
reciprocate, and emphasizing that Penn had not plotted for two and a
half years.®' However, the lords who successfully petitioned for his
pardon that November were hardly Whigs—^Romney, the Tory
Rochester (who talked that summer of the need to resume religious
persecution), and the Earl of Ranelagh, who embezzled public money
under any party. William "answered that I was his old acquaintance as
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well as theires, And that [1] might follow my busines as freely as ever &
that he had n[othing] to say to me."®^ Penn's last action as a Jacobite
helps explain Macaulay's hostility: with others, including Lawrton, he
replied toa messenger from Melfort, according to the latter's guidelines,
urging an immediate French invasion with 30,000 men—enough,
probably, to prevent resistance—-and adding bitterly "for while there is
a fool in England, the prince of Orange will have a pensioned parlia
ment, who will give him money.""
No direct later contact between Penn and James's court has been
traced. Lawton, who remained an active Jacobite, continued to publish
Whig Jacobite pamphlets, and solicit MPs, until the government
crackdown after the 1696 Assassination Plot halted Jacobite activity.®®
William Bromfeild crossed to England in 1694, hoping to organize
Quaker grain smuggling to starving France, was arrested, but escaped
abroad again. After James's death, he, like several other odd Jacobites,
was sent to the Bastille for several years, a sign that the movement was
growing narrower. ®' In the political world of Anne's reign, both Penn
and Lawton were in the orbit of Robert Harley, one strand in whose
complex career came from a family tradition which, like Penn's,
combined Nonconformity with vigorous government service.®" Despite
recent confident dismissive pronouncements as to Harley, the true
relations of all three with the Jacobite court in Anne's last years still
await proper research.
Only a few months after being pardoned, Penn was given back
control of Pennsylvania, for pragmatic reasons; its Quaker rulers had
refused to cooperate with Governor Fletcher, and it was hoped that he
might be more successful.'* However, the British imperial bureaucracy
was growing stronger, and its agents eagerly sought to expose Pennsylvanian infringements of the law in order to bring about stronger
controls or a forfeiture. The rest of Penn's career was largely a John
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Henry-like struggle of a man against an institution, while simultaneously
ground down on the other side by suspicious colonists who refused to
see the compromises in principles he demanded as intended to ward off
worse interference, and ignored his increasingly desperate financial
straits. His own letters had partly bred that suspicion: preoccupations
as courtier, plotter, and fugitive had often left him too litde time to
consider how hasty responses, which sometimes resembled thinking
aloud, would be taken when delivered months later. One permanent
effect of his Jacobite involvement on his career was to delay his second
visit to Pennsylvania for a decade, until 1699, when it was too late to
rebuild understanding between him and the colony's assembly. Another
curious consequence was to add one further circle of political friends
and allies to the others accumulated in his varied career, including
particularly incongruous members: Sir Edward Seymour, for instance,
a self-interested, corrupt persecutor of Dissenters, or Charles Leslie,
author of the classic anti-Quaker tract. The Snake in the Grass, would be
inexplicable in any context but Jacobitism.'^
It has been said somewhere that most American lives have no
second acts. If the man who coined the word "Americanize"®' no
longer had the force and creativity in late middle age to reinvent himself
and his Quakerism in some startling and fruitful new fashion, if his last
years were mainly reaction to pressure from others; rather than positive
action, the wearing and corrosive effect of his involvement with James's
policies and later with Jacobitism was probably largely responsible.
Overall, Penn's life cannot be properly assessed until his active Jacobite
involvement is honestly accepted and set in its true context: until then,
the suppression of truth will continue to rot his biographies well outside
this immediate aspect.
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